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It has been developed to assist you when at home to enable
you to be mentally and physically active. Engagement in
meaningful occupation is of central importance in everyone’s
mental health.
This pack is a compilation of ideas and tools for you and your
family/carer, so that you have the opportunity to live a more
fulfilling life whilst being at home.
We can all:
1. Be creative / think outside the box
2. Be prepared
3. Offer the right activities
4. Grade / adapt the activities so they’re achievable.
5. Communicate and interact this is key
6. Enjoy
Activities can be:
•
•
•
•
•

Either all or part(s) of an activity
Either continuous or fleeting
Either observing or taking part
The chance to say when to stop or start.
Planned or spontaneous

We hope you find it useful.
March 2020

Here are a few suggestions for when you are at home for
long periods
Establish a daily routine. Routines provide structure and purpose.
Balance your weekly routine so you have a good mix of work (activities that have
to be done), rest and leisure.
Think about the regular activities that are most important to you. What are the
important elements to these? Can you adapt them to carry out in the home? For
example, instead of a gym class, following an online strength and balance routine.
Set daily goals to provide purpose and a sense of achievement. This might include
working through that list of the things you keep meaning to do but never get round
to?
Identify the triggers that make you feel low and look for ways to reduce or
manage them.
Talk with family, friends and neighbours to help them understand how you feel
and how they can help. Can they talk you through using apps on your mobile phone,
for instance?
Take care of yourself. Eat and drink healthily with plenty of fruit, vegetables and
water to support your immune function and energy levels.
Avoid staying still for too long. Exercise and regular movement will maintain
fitness and strength.
Have a good sleep routine. If you are struggling, try avoiding tea and coffee in the
late afternoon and evening, take a bath, using blackout curtains, listening to gentle
music or deep breathing exercises.
Keep in touch. Arrange to speak to someone most days on the phone, through
social media or over the garden fence.

Sensory Activities ideas
1. Texture books, cut squares from cardboard attach the different materials and
hole punch right hand corner and bind together, i.e. bubble wrap, sand paper,
fake fur, satin and velvet
2. Shaving foam – people can work in groups, or another way is to put down a
large piece of al foil and use baby oil.
3. Scented play dough – 1 cup flour – ½ cup salt 2 teaspoons of cream tartar 1
cup of water with food colouring 1 teaspoon and oil, any flavours i.e. vanilla,
almond, orange, mint etc.
4. Orange and cloves poke whole cloves into an unpeeled orange. This creates
a great smell as well as a tactile experience.
5. Bubble maker – Thread a piece a string through two drinking straws. Tie the
string in a knot. Hold the straws as handles and immerse in bubble solution.
Slowly lift up and you will have a bubble sheet. Gently move your arms up and
down and the bubble will rise and fall.
6. Shredded paper, most offices have it. Get a box and place the shredded
paper into it, hide items in it and let then find them
7. For people who like to bang walls etc. Get a very large piece of bubble wrap
and hang on the wall they can then bang as much as they want within hurting
themselves or the wall.
8. Make lots of jelly, place in a very large bowl, hide things in it and let people
find them, its very messy but lot of fun, and if people want to eat it wont do
them any harm, you can get sugar free for the weight conscious.
9. Sensory gloves – put play dough or rice etc, into latex gloves and tie them up,
you can also add water, sand or flour.
10. Sound walk – Take a tape when out walking tape the sounds around you,
when back you can discuss the sounds.
11. Smelly Jars – Make holes in the top of baby food jars. Place cotton wool balls
inside, then go to the cupboard and add scent, i.e. long lasting smells are:
coffee, cocoa, (chocolate), garlic salts, vinegar, baby oil.
12. powder, cinnamon etc, tighten the lid. Then pass them round to let people
smell them. These can be placed in a plastic container for group sessions.
13. Slime – To Make it add corn flour and a little water from the tap and stir well,
continue to add water until you get the right consistency (it should be fairly stiff

when rolled in the hand, but melts through the fingertips when not rolling), You
can make it colourful with food colouring but don’t forget that dye stains.
14. Ice cube sensory trays – Take an ice cube tray, collect small objects/materials
e.g. sandpaper, fur, felt, silk, wood or sponge, cut material to fit each
compartment in the tray, put in freezer and when frozen take out and let them
explore.
15. Touch and feel box – lots of small items for tactile stimulation – these can be
found at lots of cheap/pound shops, for ideas see OT.
16. Collect different size plastic bottles and fill with coloured water.

Themes for discussion/communication groups
1. Everyone listen to a newspaper article. They then answer questions on it or
give an opinion about it.
2. Everyone closes their eyes and keeps very quiet and listen to the sounds of
the building, the facilitator deliberately makes a noise whilst the others have to
say what it is. This can be done using a tape of sound effects, and asking the
group to identify them.
3. Listen to a piece of music with eyes closed; ask the members individually
what it makes them think about.
4. Everyone talk about sounds they do not like and they do like. You can do the
same with the other senses i.e. sight, touch, smell and taste.
5. There are a variety of listening games which can be utilising props i.e. a
telephone – giving and taking messages, and passing those messages onto
the next person than they can do the same and pass on to the next person
and so on until everyone has had a go.
6. Foods I dislike/like
7. Drinks I dislike/like
8. My saddest/happiest moment
9. The job I would like/hate
10. My favourite/most disliked TV show or advert
Festival Themes:

There are many possibilities for discussions/group work i.e. Exploring festival
symbols, celebration of festivals, new years resolutions, Mammoth birthday card for
a group member, Christmas, valentines, Halloween, Posters for events, The four
seasons,
Themes of life:
Choose a particular life theme i.e. sex, marriage, family, freedom, life events, leaving
home, love, siblings and so on.
Colour themes:
Associate colour with thoughts/feelings i.e.
Emotion – sadness, fear, love, joy and calm
Periods of life – baby – adults
Seasons
Times of the day
Members of their family.

Other discussion themes:
Nature – desert, mountains, rocks, plants, trees, animals, birds, fish.
Weather – storm, thunder and lighting, sun, snow, rain, clouds and wind
Water – raindrops, waterfalls, ripples, waves, sea, river and lake
Gardens – what would we find in them.
People – shape and size, personality, hair colour, eye colour
Religion - differences
Events – what’s happening at the centre or at home?
Personal experiences/aspirations – what have people done or what would they like
to do
Films – likes and dislikes
Concerts – likes and dislikes – what/who have they seen
Pubs – likes and dislikes
A holiday they have enjoyed
Hobbies they do/or would enjoy doing
When I was young…………

Activities for Visual impairment
1. Any sorting activity can be useful as a start to these skills. Using coins,
buttons or other sorting objects.
2. Using magazines cut up words, pictures, shapes, and patterns for matching.
3. Spot the difference activity using magazines, puzzles books or papers
4. Odd one out – Draw a line, shape or pictures
5. Looking at picture – ask questions about fine detail
6. Snap – card game
7. Jigsaws

Activities for Auditory impairment
1. Any listening activity, listening to a story, radio, music and then ask questions
or use as a group discussion
2. Listening with eyes shut – discuss what has been heard
3. Other suggestions have been made previously

Other indoor activities you can do.





































Choosing clothes
Making food menus
Shopping for food online
Shopping for presents
Household shopping list
Choosing T.V. programmes
Watching T.V.
Choosing the radio station
Listening to recorded music
Video programmes
Baking/cooking
Drawing
Painting
Exercise DVDs/ online videos
Flower arranging
Indoor gardening
Musical instruments
Care of pets
Looking at photographs
Photography/ filming
Wall displays
Scrap books
Indoor sports
Table games
Modelling clay
Woodwork leisure
Yoga
Relaxation
Badge making
Reading
Writing
Take away food
Watching indoor sport
Computer work
Dancing
Telephoning friends















Making a drink
Cutting/peeling fruit and vegetables
Opening containers
Making cold snacks
Making hot snacks
Laundry
Sorting clothes
Washing dishes
Cleaning surfaces
Hoovering
Cleaning fridge
Cleaning cooker
Tidying room

Online activities
www.chatterpack.net go to blog then resources – this has lots of FREE resources
such as virtual tours of museums and art galleries, online learning, nature, music,
entertainment, advice around anxiety and mental health and spiritual resources
You can also type into google virtual tours of museums, landmarks, national parks,
football stadiums for things to look at
Choirs and singing
If you have access to Facebook there is a coronavirus choir which you can join in for
free 10am – 11am through Facebook
thesofasingers.net – free weekly choir
Gareth Malone is also starting an online choir
Exercise
www.nhs.net has some useful exercise ideas to keep active
If you have YouTube Joe wicks is starting free exercise classes on his YouTube
channel The Body Coach TV Monday to Friday at 9am

Thank you from the Occupational Therapy team
Gaynor Spencer
North team: 0161 8622958
Danny Houlder
Aimee Holland
Joanne Evans
South Team: 0161 2196022
Ruth Pellow
Meredith Holyfield
Nicola Thompson
Central Team: 01612192555
Clair Tippetts
Audrey Pitterson
Julie Kerr
Please do not hesitate to contact us if you require further
information.

